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The re-hospitalization rate of homecare patients within 60 days of hospital discharge is 30%; enhanced care planning and allocation of clinical care services based on better information may reduce this rate. Understanding information needs and enhancing clinical decision-making during the admission care-planning process may assist homecare nurses to overcome the challenges of timely and appropriate allocation of clinical resources during the admission process and to reduce adverse events and hospital readmissions from homecare. While health information technology (HIT) has the potential to support the admission process, thereby improving quality of care while minimizing risk and harm to patients, contextual factors (e.g., workflow integration, HIT usability) present challenges to HIT implementation and adoption. To better understand the admitting nurse’s information needs, we need to understand how clinical work is and could be done. Human factors methods aid in such understanding including how context affects both work processes and information needs. The study objective was to assess the feasibility of the use of selected human factors methods to examine care plan decision making during the homecare admission process.

Methods: During the first admission visits for two different patients, we observed one nurse who supported a homecare agency serving marginalized low income patients. Data collection methods included: observation of the nurse admitting a patient, observation of the nurse completing the admission documentation, and structured interview. In the home, types of data collected included: 1) nurse/patient conversations; 2) nurse access of paper artifacts; and 3) notes taken by the nurse. At the agency, the nurse was also audio recorded when not calling other healthcare providers. We copied de-identified physical documentation and reviewed the nurse’s electronic product. Following documentation completion, we audio recorded a structured knowledge elicitation session coupled with clarifying questions. In addition, we interviewed agency experts to clarify issues related to HIT usage and nurse procedures. A researcher transcribed the field notes and audio recordings; we conducted content analysis of the transcribed documents to identify data related to nurse decision making.

Results: We focused on admission nurse decision-making of the patient problems to be addressed in the plan of care (POC), the non-nursing resources to be consulted (i.e., physical therapy, social work), and the nursing visit pattern (i.e., frequency of subsequent visits). The nurse referred to the patient problems and other contributing conditions identified in the hospital discharge and/or the physician homecare referral documentation. The nurse identified specific criteria for inclusion: problems that concerned the nurse; keeping the patient safe; pain management; and fall risks if there were many steps in the home. The EHR assisted POC development related to identification of interventions for each problem. Following nurse documentation of the assessment, the EHR presented a standard set of patient problems. The nurse selected a POC problem which triggered the display of a pathway which had decision branches that the nurse traversed as she selected POC interventions. Nurse identification of resources and selection of visit patterns was not assisted by the EHR. Resource decisions were prompted as the nurse reviewed the patient assessment, surveyed the patient’s home environment, and as the patient raised concerns. When the nurse identified that the patient had a challenge that could be addressed by a non-nursing resource, she explained to the patient the intended benefit of the resource on the patient’s condition. She then asked the patient if he/she would like the resource to visit him/her (i.e., shared decision making). The nurse explained that a visit pattern decision to schedule the return visit the next day was based on the patient’s needing assistance within 48 hours. Subsequently, agency experts explained additional reasons for scheduling the first follow-up visit for the next day were if the nurse detected presence of symptoms or needed to demonstrate a nursing procedure to the patient or caregiver. Agency experts stated that more visits are scheduled at the start of the home care episode compared to the end of the episode as per the best practice guidelines for transitions in care. In addition to the admission visit, the nurse was observed to have scheduled two more visits for the second week for one patient.

Discussion: We conducted a pilot study to assess the feasibility of the use of selected human factors methods in preparation for a larger study that will investigate clinical decision making during homecare admission. Previous studies suggested that it was not clear how a nurse determined which problems identified in the assessment should be included/prioritized in the POC. Use of these methods did identify nurse decision making related to selection of the POC problems, nonnursing resources, and the nursing visit pattern. Our findings indicated that the study’s EHR did not assist the nurse in these decisions. These pilot study results indicate that the methods used are appropriate for the larger planned study.

Conclusion: This study will inform the design of a larger study to identify improvements in homecare HIT systems that may reduce unplanned hospitalization readmission events. Study findings will also inform future HIT interventions related to transitions in care to and from homecare, such as Meaningful Use and clinical information exchange standards.
Leveraging Public Data to Investigate Home Care Quality in Urban and Rural America

Güneş Koru¹, Pooja Parameshwarappa¹, Dari Alhwail¹

As publicly available health-related data increase, it becomes possible to leverage such data to derive information which can support various decisions for improving the quality of home care delivered in the United States (US). In this respect, an important concern is to ensure that patients who live in the rural areas of the US will have equal access to quality home care just as those in urban areas. While a number of challenges for rural home care such as staffing and transportation can be easily recognized, the urban-versus-rural variations in home care quality have not been sufficiently investigated so far.¹ Understanding such variations is important for leveraging health IT purposefully, effectively, and efficiently for specific quality improvement targets in urban and rural HHAs. By leveraging heterogeneous data from disparate public repositories, this study investigated the variations in clinical process, clinical outcome, and utilization outcome measures that belong to urban and rural HHAs.

Methods: For quality measures, HHA-level data were obtained from the Medicare Home Health Compare Database (MHHC)² for 2014 which included (i) thirteen process measures, each showing the rate of adherence with a clinical practice, (ii) seven outcome measures, each showing the rate of improvement for a clinical outcome, and (iii) two utilization outcome measures, the rate of hospital admissions and the rate of emergency room visits not resulting in an admission. For each HHA, based on its zipcode, a Rural Urban Area Commuting Code (RUCA) was obtained from the University of Washington (UW).³ Using the Categorization Scheme C⁴ suggested by UW, each HHA was categorized as either urban or rural. To further enrich our results, we also obtained socio-economic status (SES) and agency characteristics data for each HHA. As a proxy for SES, we obtained median incomes corresponding to HHA zipcodes from the Population Studies Center at the University of Michigan.⁵ As HHA characteristics, age data was obtained from MHCC in years; patient and visit counts for 2014 were used as proxy measures for HHA size, which were obtained from the Healthcare Cost Report Information System (HCRIS) Database.⁶ The data set excluded the private-duty HHAs or those reimbursed by local governments under Medicaid. Consequently, there were two samples for each measure or characteristic, one for urban and other for rural HHAs. When the compared samples had normal distributions, we used t-test for comparison; otherwise, we used the Wilcoxon-rank sum test.⁷ In addition to statistical significance, we also calculated Cohen’s d for t-test and Cohen’s r for Wilcoxon test⁸ to understand the effect sizes, which in this case represent the magnitudes of the difference between the means of two samples. As typically done, we converted d values to r to use a single measure for the magnitude of differences across different tests.⁹,¹⁰ Smaller r values do matter since the quality measures represent rates of care episodes.

Results: For brevity, we mention only the test results significant at p=.01 along with the r values in parentheses. When clinical process measures were compared, rural HHAs were better at starting care in a timely manner (.04), checking for flu shots (.03), determining whether pneumococcal vaccine was received (.10), and checking for the risk of developing pressure sores (.03). Urban HHAs were better at teaching patients about drugs (.07), checking for fall risks (.04), providing foot care for diabetic patients (.04), treating pain (.05), and taking doctor-ordered action to prevent pressure sores (.01). In terms of clinical outcomes, patients of rural HHAs had more improvement in getting in and out of bed (.06) and taking drugs correctly by mouth (.03). Regarding the utilization outcomes, urban HHAs had better hospital admission (.16) and non-admitted ER visit rates (.27).

Discussion: While there is plenty of room for improvement for both urban and rural HHAs, our results dispel the myth that rural home care is worse in terms of clinical processes and outcomes. When we perform comparisons on HHA characteristics, it seems that rural HHAs are older (.36) and they work hard; they have more patients (.09), and they make more visits (.08). Still, rural HHAs are better in four clinical process measures and perhaps not any worse in four process measures for which the test results did not show any statistical difference; they are better in two clinical outcome measures and perhaps not any worse in three others. However, regarding utilization outcomes, urban HHAs seem to be clear winners. Why is it so? It is possible that the clinical processes at which urban HHAs perform better improve the utilization outcomes more. It is also possible that clinical process and outcome measures do not provide a complete story: We note that median income is higher where urban HHAs serve (.39) pointing to higher SES levels. It is a plausible conjecture that communities with lower SES have worse health to start with, lower health literacy levels, and educational shortcomings. There may be also be geographic isolation and limited access to community resources.¹¹,¹² There is already some evidence that rural residents generally have more annual hospital admissions than their urban counterparts.¹³

Conclusion: Urban and rural HHAs have different strengths and weaknesses in quality of care. Therefore, health IT decisions

¹¹University of Maryland, Baltimore County
about the selection, purchase, and customization of various solutions, can be tailored to address different priorities in urban and rural HHAs. For example, urban HHAs could focus on timely start of care while rural HHAs focus on teaching patients about drugs via health IT adoption. Finally, it seems that the infrastructure investments made to publicize health-related data are paying off by leading to reproducible results such as those reported in this study.
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Eliciting knowledge from a large number of geographically dispersed clinical experts given their time and scheduling constraints, while maintaining anonymity among them, presents multiple challenges. Objectives: 1) To describe a four step, innovative Internet based knowledge elicitation method to acquire interprofessional experts’ knowledge about which patients need post-acute referral. 2) To compare the percentage of patients referred by experts after case study review to the percentage of patients referred by hospital clinicians and to compare the experts’ referral decisions by discipline and geographic region.

Methods: De-identified case studies, developed from the electronic health records (EHR) from six hospitals, contained a comprehensive description of 1,496 acute care inpatients. Clinical experts, with at least 5 years of clinical experience with older adults in discharge planning, post-acute, or transitional care were recruited from among professional colleagues of the team members, professional organizations, and snowball sampling. In teams of three, physicians, nurses, social workers, and physical therapists judged the case studies for the need for post-acute care referrals such as home care in a four step Internet based process followed by Delphi rounds when the team did not agree. Delphi rounds were also online and allowed sharing of information and asynchronous communication. We compared the referral decisions of the experts to each other, their regions, and the actual documented discharge dispositions made on the same cases by practicing clinicians at the hospital sites.

Results: Thirty-two physicians, 47 nurses, 44 social workers and 48 physical therapists completed the study. Twenty-nine percent were from the East, 26% from the Midwest, 19% from the West and 26% from the Southern regions of the United States. It took the experts 5-10 minutes per case to make their decisions. Experts recommended referral for 1,204 cases (80%) and not to refer for 292 (20%). Two hundred-eighty cases (18.7%) required one Delphi Round and 105 (7%) required two Delphi rounds to reach consensus on the site of care. In the end, 37% were recommended for skilled nursing facility care, 36.5% were recommended for home care services, 11% for inpatient rehabilitation, 8.5% for nursing home care, 5.5% for hospice, and 1.4% were unable to reach agreement at the end of two Delphi rounds and were not used in the modeling of the decision support algorithm. The experts demonstrated no significant differences in their decisions to refer patients for post-acute care based on their profession or regional location and there were no significant differences in the site of referral by discipline or region. The experts recommended referral for 80% of the cases while the actual discharge disposition of the patients collected from the hospital sites showed post-acute referrals for 65.9%.

Discussion: Experts given the time and comprehensive information to evaluate patients’ need for post-acute care referred more patients for service than practicing clinicians. The methodology worked well for capturing the experts’ decisions and provided enough information and a means to achieve agreement among multiple disciplines. The method elicited the independent (patient characteristics that are important) and the dependent variables (yes/no refer and to what setting) for subsequent modeling to build decision support tools.

Conclusion: The Internet based method for eliciting expert knowledge enabled expert clinicians to review case summaries and make decisions about post-acute care referrals. Having a case summary of comprehensive patient assessment information may have assisted experts to identify more patients in need of post-acute care compared to the number the hospital clinicians actually referred. The methodology produced the data needed to develop an expert decision support system for discharge planning. It is recommended as an effective method to elicit knowledge for building expert decision support.
Using Natural Language Processing to Automatically Identify Wound Information in Narrative Clinical Notes: Application Development and Testing.

Maxim Topaz RN, PhD1,2, Dawn Dowding RN, PhD3,4, Victor J. Lei BA1, Anna Zisberg RN, PhD5, Kathryn H. Bowles RN, PhD2,6, Li Zhou MD, PhD1,1

This study developed and validated one of the first automated natural language processing (NLP) applications to extract wound information (wound type, pressure ulcer stage, wound size, anatomic location, and wound treatment) from free text clinical notes.

Methods: First, two human annotators manually reviewed a purposeful training sample (n=360) and random test sample (n=1,100) of clinical notes (including 50% discharge summaries and 50% outpatient notes, including homecare notes), identified wound cases, and created a gold standard dataset. We then trained and tested our NLP system (known as MTERMS) to process the wound information. Finally, we assessed our automated approach by comparing system-generated findings against the gold standard. We also compared the prevalence of wound cases identified from free-text data with coded diagnoses in the structured data.

Results: The testing dataset included 101 notes (9.2%) with wound information. The overall system performance was good (F-measure =92.7%), with best results for wound treatment (F-measure =95.7%) and poorest results for wound size (F-measure =81.9%). Only 46.5% of wound notes had a structured code for a wound diagnosis.

Conclusion: The NLP system achieved good performance on a subset of randomly selected discharge summaries and outpatient notes. In more than half of the wound notes, there were no coded wound diagnoses, a fact that highlights the significance of using NLP to enrich clinical decision making. Our future steps will include expansion of the application’s information coverage to other relevant wound factors and validation of the model with external data. We are also conducting a validation and further system development with homecare notes from the Visiting Nurse Services of New-York and will share the results at the H3IT conference.

1Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston, MA, USA
2Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, USA
3Visiting Nurse Service of New York, NY, USA
4School of Nursing, Columbia University, NY, USA
5The Cheryl Spencer Department of Nursing, Haifa University, Israel
6School of Nursing, University of Pennsylvania, PA, USA
Assessing Commercially Available Personal Health Records Using a Standard Transition From Hospital to Skilled Home Health Care

Kneale Laura1, Choi Yong1, Demiris George1,2

OLDER adults transitioning from acute care to home health face many challenges with continuity of care. The Haggerty et al. framework breaks continuity of care into three different areas: informational continuity, management continuity, and interpersonal continuity.1 Informational continuity between home health and other health professionals is often attempted through incomplete, provider-centered verbal and written documents that leave patients and/or families out of the discussions.2 Home health differs from other care environments due to the increased demand on patients and caregivers to provide self-care, and the significant patient education needed to become proficient at home care tasks.3 Previous research suggests that older adults may fail to effectively recall and share the necessary health information with their clinical providers.4 As shown in community dwelling environments better coordination, organization, and knowledge of their medical condition may be possible through personal health records (PHRs).5 The Markle Foundation describes a personal health record as “an electronic application through which individuals can access, manage, and share their health information in a private, secure, and confidential environment.”6 Our study aims to analyze commercially available PHRs for their suitability to accept, manage, and share data generated from a standard home health case study.

Methods: Two researchers independently reviewed the eighteen no-cost, web-based PHRs listed on MyPHR.com.7 Both researchers attempted to create an account for each of the systems, and enter, manage, and share information from a standard published case study detailing a 58 year old man referred to home health after an acute care episode.8 The data from the case study were abstracted into four categories: demographics, medical history, acute care encounter, and home health visits. After independent review, the authors met to resolve any differences from the data collection and qualitatively describe the personal health records.

Results: Of the initial eighteen PHRs reviewed, one was unable to be found through Internet searches and ten were excluded.9–18 The reviewers were able to enter most of the demographic information into all seven PHRs. The exception was that only three of the seven PHRs were able to accept the occupational therapy data.9–21 Comprehensive medical history information could be entered into six of the systems.22–24 One system only allowed users to upload PDF documents for medical history data. Four systems used structured lists to support data entry for medical conditions.22–25 This functionality caused difficulties when trying to enter exact medical condition wording. Clinical data such as provider notes, echocardiogram results, and chief complaints from an emergency department visit could not be entered directly into any of the systems. Six of the seven systems allowed the user to upload documents from clinical encounters in formats that ranged from the portable document format (PDF) to the continuity of care document standard (CCD). One system could incorporate data from a CCD into the PHR. Three PHRs offered both a graph and table format of patient reported daily weight values. Both

Conclusion: More work is needed to ensure that PHRs are designed to help older adults longitudinally manage their clinical

1University of Washington Biomedical and Health Informatics
2University of Washington School of Nursing
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information. Older adults are expected to interact more with clinical providers as they age. Therefore the systems designed to store, manage, and share data generated from these visits will need to be able to accept and transmit data without a heavy burden on the user. Currently the noPCost, web-based PHR’s that we reviewed do not effectively support users with entering, managing, and sharing data from these encounters.
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ALLS are the leading cause of home injuries for older adults,\textsuperscript{1–3} often cause hospital admissions,\textsuperscript{4} and are costly.\textsuperscript{5} In 2013, more than $34 billion was spent as a direct medical cost for falls.\textsuperscript{6} In home care, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) reports that, injuries from falls contributed to unplanned ER visits and ranked as the highest amongst potentially avoidable events (PAEs).\textsuperscript{7} PAEs reflect a serious health condition or decline in health status for a patient that potentially could have been avoided while the patient was under care at a home health agency (HHA).\textsuperscript{8} Unfortunately, home care providers often start the episode of care devoid of information\textsuperscript{9} critical to fall risk management and quality care. This study aims to (i) identify information needs of home care provider, (ii) classify them, (iii) and identify gaps in existing workflows as they relate to managing and reducing the risk falls.

**Methods**: A qualitative research approach was preferred as it allowed the research team to obtain rich and context-specific information.\textsuperscript{10–12} A detailed and rich literature review on the topic was conducted initially. Data from three branches of a Maryland HHA were collected through: (a) direct observations (n=6), (b) face-to-face focus groups (n=22), (c) a face-to-face meeting (n=19), and (d) semi-structured interviews (n=20) sequentially. Participants included, nurses, physical and occupational therapists, home aides, care transition employees, managerial staff, and health IT administrators. The Framework Method was used for the analysis of the results.\textsuperscript{12,13}

**Results**: Broadly, information needs of home care providers were clinical and non-clinical in nature. These needs were categorized into four main domains: (i) clinical, (ii) educational, (iii) social, and (iv) administrative. Overall, home care providers had similar information needs, but emphasis on the required information varied based on discipline. There was general agreement amongst providers on the importance of having a brief history of the patient and their journey throughout the healthcare system. When asked about important information needed for managing falls, one home care nurse notes that "There are a lot of information that referral sources doesn’t give us, we just have to do our own investigation". Home care providers deal with inconsistent data about their patients; often times the information in the HHA’s electronic health record (EHR) and printed hospital discharge record are different. A physical therapist states: "What is an issue is been able to get the same information, that’s available for a patient when they are in the hospital." Specifically for falls, a clinical supervisor notes that "The biggest complaint I get from the therapists is weight bearing status being inaccurate and that’s a big problem." Not knowing the weight bearing status of a patient can potentially lead to harm during and after a home visit. Often medical orders are imprecise: "The orders are often just so vague." Specifically for fall risk management, prior rehabilitation notes, are extremely helpful to evaluate a patient’s fall risk; "Did they go to rehab. If they did, I would read some of the therapy notes from the rehab. that is really helpful to know." Additionally, due to the nature of home care and the provider’s inability to continuously monitor the patient for falls, it is important to know "Who they live with and availability of caregivers and willingness of those caregivers." Information gaps were attributed to (a) the HHA not being part of a local/state Health Information Exchange (HIE), (b) no integration or information exchange between HHA or hospital system, or (c) the HHA intake staff did not pass through the required information.

**Discussion**: Our results concur with earlier studies that home care episodes remain devoid of important information that informs the plan of care.\textsuperscript{9} Our study provides specific evidence to HHAs and reports on essential data required to better manage and reduce the risk of falls. Breaks in the information flow, as well as incompleteness in the exchanged information for fall risk management, creates gaps in the continuity of care and challenge home care providers.\textsuperscript{14} Important non-clinical and contextual information is critical to personalized medicine, care workflows, and safer care practices in home health; having such information helps providers tailor their care to better manage and reduce the risk of falls. Having a correct address and contact information of the patient and their care giver can improve providers’ utilization of time and direct their attention to better care for their patients. While some information might be assumed to be available and error-free, providers often find themselves ‘Making sure that the addresses are correct. Making sure that the physicians that they have in the system are the ones that are going to be following the patients.’ Our results also confirm that the focus of exchanged and documented information is on the clinical condition,\textsuperscript{15} however, information in the educational and social domains such as patient preferences, culture, and psychosocial state, are rarely exchanged in either written or electronic formats; it remains in the memory of providers.\textsuperscript{16} To date, fax and phone remain the predominate mode of exchanging health information. Currently, EHRs, HIEs, and information flows are fragmented, disconnected and do not allow for full capturing of important contextual information. Better integration and exchange of information between EHRs, participation in HIEs, and designing
health IT solutions capable capturing non-clinical and contextual information can help close these gaps.

**Conclusion:** Evidence from this study highlights essential information for managing and reducing fall risk and categorizes them into four domains. Results highlight the importance of capturing essential information, both clinical and non-clinical, throughout the patient’s journey to and in home care. Without understanding the information needs of home care providers, improvement opportunities to manage and reduce falls will not be realized.

**References**

Improving the quality of healthcare can result in better health outcomes and patient satisfaction while possibly reducing the overall costs of healthcare. Historically, a number of initiatives were designed and implemented to improve the quality of home care in the United States. In the future of home care, quality improvement efforts will continue to take an important role, and health information technology (IT) will be expected to effectively serve and support such efforts. Recently, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) proposed a rule requiring home health agencies (HHAs) to design and implement quality assessment and performance improvement (QAPI) programs to fulfill the conditions of participation in Medicare. CMS set the end goal as observable improvements in the quality measures without providing specific advice about how to improve outcomes through QAPI by acknowledging its difficulty. Instead, CMS advises HHAs to adopt customized QAPI programs by considering the specific needs and conditions of their organization and patient population. To support customized QAPI programs, this study investigated quality attributes for home care with an emphasis on Medicare HHAs. These quality attributes constitute key performance improvement domains (KPIDs), which can be used to view, characterize, and improve the performance of an HHA. Consequently, KPIDs can serve as useful tools in various discussions and brainstorming activities on how contextual improvement can be achieved and how health IT can be a vehicle for improvement.

**Methods:** A qualitative research approach was preferred to obtain contextual and rich data. The Framework Method was used in many research domains including, medicine, was adopted. Qualitative data were collected via four focus group discussions with twenty home care domain experts. Focus groups were preferred due to their dynamic nature because they enable direct involvement of all participants, facilitate interactions and discussions, and potentially lead to consensus among participants. The analysis results were further refined in an online forum and validated at a final meeting.

**Results:** From the focus group discussions, a well-defined set of 17 KPIDs emerged under four categories, namely, (i) Economical Value: 1) worthiness, 2) affordability; (ii) Sociocultural Sensitivity: 3) cultural competency, 4) socioeconomic awareness; (iii) Interpersonal Relationships: 5) fairness, 6) courtesy, 7) reliability, 8) expectation management; and (iv) Clinical Capabilities: 9) professional competency, 10) timeliness, 11) coordination, 12) completeness, 13) engagement, 14) standards conformance, 15) customizability, 16) monitorability, and 17) accountability. An example of a KPID in the Economical Value category is affordability; participants expressed that home care delivery costs must be controlled in order to make it feasible for patients and their payers (CMS), and to maintain the HHA’s sustainability as a business. A participant commented that “Access to home care should not be hindered by inability to pay. The care should be both financially and geographically accessible” (participant 6). In the Sociocultural Sensitivity category, many participants indicated that home care staff should develop cultural awareness to respond to various cultural needs of patients and caregivers, including their religions and languages. A participant stated: "If unfamiliar with cultural preferences and customs, case manager should research before start of care then speak to patient and family” (participant 15). Participants also emphasized Interpersonal Relationships by considering that home care professionals should show courtesy towards patients and caregivers; as one participant explains: "Our care must be friendly and supportive" (participant 20).

**Discussion:** Results indicate that performance improvement in HHAs is a lot more complicated than simply assessing whether certain clinical tasks are performed. It is important for HHAs to develop a broader view of what should be done as part of the overall care delivery process; Only then can an HHA truly have an impact on patient outcomes. For example, given the nature of home care, attention to social and cultural issues is paramount to delivering patient-centered care. In addition, it is essential that there be sensitivity to socioeconomic status of patients, where they live, community resources, family and caregiver involvement, as well as social support systems. HHAs can evaluate their health IT adoption strategy and current solutions to assess if and how they help them improve any of the KPIDs. For example, to improve the professional competency of providers, health IT solutions should provide online and electronic training to enable providers to stay up-to-date on the latest evidence-based care practices.

**Conclusion:** KPIDs identified in this study can help HHAs in their customized QAPI initiatives by providing useful starting points. Through the identification of relevant domains, and important information required for quality improvement, health IT strategies can be better aligned with HHA QAPI activities. HHAs should evaluate their health IT adoption strategies.
in light of this evidence and decide whether their health IT solutions help them improve the previously-mentioned domains. Therefore, our results should be immediately relevant, intriguing, and applicable to the home care industry and policy makers. In the future, results from this study could lead to a framework for developing a set of performance measures for KPIDs. We recognize that before CMS or accreditation bodies require the KPID measures, there is more work that needs to be done to validate whether the measures do have an impact on patient outcomes.
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Currently, home health referrals involve the exchange of paper documents between referring providers and home health agencies. In these exchanges, medication lists are often manually annotated to address discrepancies between records. This manual process is error prone and inefficient, leading to ambiguities in the patient record and placing patients’ safety at risk. In this project, we developed an electronic medication reconciliation module that was integrated into a simulated EHR and intended for use by VA providers when managing plans of care returned by home health. We evaluated the effects of this module on the accuracy and efficiency of addressing medication discrepancies.

**Methods:** Nineteen physicians who had experience in managing home health referrals were recruited to participate in a within-subjects experiment. Participants completed two blocks of three clinical cases each. In each block of cases, the first case was an orientation case, followed by two cases for which the data was used for analysis. The first block of cases (mixed paper/electronic) simulated current practice: reconcile medication discrepancies between a paper plan of care (CMS 485) returned from home health and a simulated electronic health record. For the second block of cases (medication reconciliation module), participants used the electronic only medication reconciliation module that was integrated into the simulated electronic health record. The order of the cases was randomized for each participant within these blocks. Repeated measures ANOVA was used to test our hypotheses that the medication reconciliation module would improve accuracy of reconciliation and decrease time to complete cases. Provider satisfaction was evaluated using a composite scale derived from a post-experiment questionnaire. Participants also provided qualitative feedback regarding the design and functionality of the electronic tool.

**Results:** Participants left more discrepancies unaddressed in the mixed paper/electronic than when using the electronic only medication reconciliation module (1.5 vs. 0.45, F=21.9, p<0.0001), supporting our hypothesis that the electronic tool would improve reconciliation accuracy. However, individuals took the same amount of time to complete cases in each condition (258.7 vs. 260.4 seconds, F=0.01, P=0.92), this was contrary to our hypothesis that the electronic system would decrease time to complete cases. Based on participants’ verbal feedback, we hypothesize that by providing assistance with the mechanics of reconciliation, the electronic only medication reconciliation module afforded participants ‘found time’ to forage in the record for information related to the appropriateness of medications. This post-hoc hypothesis was supported by examining the number of times participants switched between tabs in the mixed paper/electronic vs. electronic only medication reconciliation module conditions in the simulated EHR (7.2 vs. 15.3, F=12.4, P<0.0001). Finally, the hypothesis that the medication reconciliation module would increase provider’s satisfaction was supported by a mean score of 6.4/7 on the composite satisfaction scale and by the fact that 17/19 participants expressed a preference for the electronic only medication reconciliation module over the current mixed paper/electronic process.

**Conclusion:** We present an evaluation of an electronic medication reconciliation module integrated into the EHR. The system improved the accuracy and providers’ satisfaction with medication reconciliation in home health plans of care. Further work, particularly in addressing our unexpected finding of increased searching of the EHR when using the medication reconciliation module, will be discussed.
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Using Telehealth to Reduce All-Cause 30-Day Hospital Readmissions among Heart Failure Patients

Melissa O’Connor, PhD, MBA, RN, COS-C, Mary Louise Dempsey, BSN, RN, Ann Huffenberger, DBA, RN, NEA-BC, Anne Norris, MD, PMC

Over 5.7 million Americans aged 20 years or older suffer from heart failure (HF) with an expected increase of 46% by 2030. Hospital discharges with a primary diagnosis of HF rose from 877,000 in 1996 to 1,023,000 in 2010. Estimated total cost of HF in the United States exceeded $30 billion in 2012 and is projected to be $70 billion by 2030. Heart failure is the primary diagnosis for 4.3% of home health episodes and is among the top ten most common diagnoses related groups for Medicare beneficiaries discharged from an acute care setting to home health. CMS implemented the Hospital Readmissions Reduction Program to reduce payment to hospitals with excess Medicare beneficiary 30-day readmissions for HF. Approximately 25% of HF patients are readmitted to a hospital within 30 days of discharge making the reduction of HF patient readmission rates a national priority. Prior research shows varied results on patient outcomes, however, a recent meta-analysis indicates TH reduces HF related hospital admissions compared to usual care. This presentation will describe the launch of this program, how operations were centralized and future directions.

Methods: A telehealth, remote monitoring program was initiated in September of 2010 at Penn Care at Home, a skilled home health agency affiliated with the University of Pennsylvania Health System. The TH program is intended to reduce HF patient readmission rates within the health system. Program processes were continually monitored and continue to evolve contributing to this program’s success. Potential candidates have to speak English, be able to stand on a scale and be agreeable to TH. Initial equipment employed was moderate sized TH unit reliant upon a landline telephone or wireless card. In 2014 all TH equipment was converted to a 4G tablet based system collects patient vital signs and systems and is preloaded with patient education related to maintaining a healthy lifestyle and self-care (automated device-based). The software also includes instructional videos and individualized care plans. The recorded data is transmitted to the TH team, located within the health system’s teleICU on a daily basis, who collaborate with patients and providers to identify goals and strategies to avoid a hospital readmission if possible. Data related to admissions is captured via the health system’s electronic health record which alerts TH personnel. Nearly 200 patients receive TH each year.

Results: Year one all-cause 30 day readmission rate was 19.3% (fiscal year 2011-2012) among HF patients. Current rate is 5.2% (fiscal year 2014-2015), a reduction of over 14% in three years.

Discussion: TH was associated with reduced all-cause 30-day readmission among HF patients receiving skilled home health services. Vigilant clinicians and efficient processes, including collaboration with the health system’s existing teleICU program, have contributed significantly to the programs’ success. Limitations include only one home health agency, one health system and that efforts to reduce 30-day readmission was a health system-wide objective which could contribute to this programs success.

Conclusion: Penn Care at Home’s all-cause 30-day readmission rate has steadily declined since the program’s inception and has become an integral part of the University of Pennsylvania Health Systems’ 30-day readmission reduction efforts.
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The Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI) developed the Triple Aim, a framework that describes an approach to optimizing health system performance. The framework has been widely adopted by thought leaders, policy makers, regulators, providers and payers as the United States strives to achieve health care reform. The framework consists of three dimensions: 1) improving the patient experience of care (including quality and satisfaction), 2) improving the health of populations, and 3) reducing the per capita cost of health care. This session will explore where we are trying to go, how we expect to get there and how long we expect this journey of health care reform to take.

Specifically, we will examine the three dimensions of the Triple Aim by describing the value of improving the patient experience, the role of population-based health care in improving the overall health of our communities and country and the importance of lowering per capita costs. We will then pivot and take a look at specific examples that are currently happening on multiple fronts. These will include initiatives driven by health policy and regulation, examples of social and environmental awareness and incentives and public/private collaboratives. Each initiative on its own is designed to support and create improvement in our healthcare delivery and payment systems. Each initiative also includes a prescribed set of measures, an expectation for data collection and an analysis to determine their impact and contribution to success. When taken collectively these initiatives create clear and directionally positive momentum for change. Along with this change, comes opportunity for Home Healthcare and Hospice organizations to contribute to that success.

Lastly, we will discuss the expected timelines and levels of confidence that are designed to assist us in achieving meaningful change. Knowing and understanding these timelines will help the audience recognize the collective impact and convergence of these initiatives designed to support the desired future state of health and health care in the United States.

1McKesson – Extended Care Solutions, VP Strategy and Business Development
The original Axxess company, Axxess Healthcare Consult, began in 2007, as a technology advisor/consultant for Home Health Agencies in Dallas, TX. The consulting company conducted performance reviews, enabled agencies to operate utilizing seamless processes, advised agencies during their formation, during their compliance surveys, and, served as an education/training provider as an accredditor for the American Nurses Credentialing Center (a division of the American Nurses Association), and as such, conducted training events for educational purposes. Home Health continues to be a business that requires immense learning challenges for its operators from a clinical quality, operational process and general regulatory standpoint. Axxess throughout its history has sought to address that difficult challenge with training and education tailored to the needs of home health professionals. In 2009, Axxess, through an in depth industry analysis, determined that a state-of-the-art Electronic Medical Record system, delivered from “the cloud”, was unavailable in the home health (Medicare Certified Home Health) marketplace. Axxess Technology Solutions was formed to launch the software segment of the business, as a Software-as-a-Service, subscription-based business model, and after a year-and-a-half long development cycle, began its EMR solution, with a 4/15/2011 “go live” date. The Agencycore platform was built was built with Scalability, Redundancy, and Availability in mind using the Microsoft Visual Studio development environment, and operates in the .NET (Active Server Page/Java Script) environment. Scalability, Extensibility, Redundancy, and Availability are characteristics of the .NET development environment, as well as Sustainability into the future. The .NET Framework is a technology that supports building and running the “next generation” of applications and XML Web services. The .NET Framework is designed to fulfill the following objectives: To provide a consistent object-oriented programming environment whether object code is stored and executed locally, executed locally but Internet-distributed, or executed remotely. To provide a code-execution environment that minimizes software deployment and versioning conflicts. To provide a code-execution environment that promotes safe execution of code, including code created by an unknown or semi-trusted third party. To provide a code-execution environment that eliminates the performance problems of scripted or interpreted environments. To make the developer experience consistent across widely varying types of applications, such as Windows-based applications and Web-based applications. To build all communication on industry standards to ensure that code based on the .NET Framework can integrate with any other code. As our Agencycore platform began growing in number of users and features and functionality, it became obvious that a functional, integrated Mobile Application feature was necessary in order to facilitate the visiting clinician’s ability to document all aspects of the patient’s condition at the Point Of Care. Shortly after “go live”, in early 2012, our mobile applications team began its work.

Methods: The Software Engineering team at Axxess evolved their software development process over the years since 2010. As the team grew so did our processes. Being a SaaS environment, we push enhancements and fixes rapidly, at least bi weekly. We have always followed the Agile – Scrum process for our development. This ensures rapid delivery to our customers. While other EMRs update their software platforms once every few months or quarterly, we push out new features at least once a week. Initially, our software deployment process was a tedious and manual process. Now, using a continuous delivery process, we have automated our deployment process, which helps us with shipping more software features. Collaboration was key to our organic growth within the engineering team. We have refined our development process to enable seamless collaboration. As we expanded our product suite, we embraced team collaboration tools and moved away from physical scrum boards. Bug tracking, issue tracking, and project management tools are being employed to manage our work backlog. Although our team is divided into different product teams, everyone follows the same agile principles. This is at the core of our success as a software team.

Results: Our Axxess Mobile solutions currently focus on point of care. Anything a clinician needs to document at the patient’s home, they will be able to using our Apps. Access to the software via Smart Phones and Tablets has enabled our clinicians to work more efficiently and spend more time on patient care, not paperwork. Axxess mobile app continues to be the first (and only) native mobile app that works on both platforms (iOS and Android) in home health. The Axxess Mobile App is unique in that it provides Electronic Visit Verification (EVV) - an accountability feature that uses GPS and automatic time stamps to track location and time of visit to the patient’s home. This tool allows organizations to document proof of their organization’s compliance and eliminate potential fraud charges by recording the date, time, and location while focusing on patient care. A clinician can collaborate with care-givers within their agency by sending HIPAA-compliant messages via the App. They can review patient information, and contact their patients ahead of their visits. They are able to navigate to the patient’s home and plan their day better. While at the patient’s home our clinicians have access to the patient’s medication profile, Allergy profile, Pharmacies and Physicians associated with their patient. They can also reach out to emergency contacts and other caregivers actively treating their patient. Clinicians find that adding orders and
communications to the patient profile can be done in a jiffy with talk-to-text enabled data fields. In rural areas, Clinicians need to visit rural areas, our mobile apps let our users access information offline. To remain HIPAA-compliant and keep data secure, we use encryption techniques to secure mobile data even before it’s uploaded to the server, ensuring that information is secure at every point. The code within our apps, itself, is obfuscate, that is, it only communicates with approved Axxess services (unlike other commercial apps that share data).

**Discussion**: There are many challenges facing engineers in our mobile app development team, including ongoing maintenance, on a week-to-week, and day-to-day basis. The world of enterprise apps can get extremely complicated with all the data thrown at the users. Being an Agile team, we continuously deliver useful features hence ensuring customer satisfaction. User Focused: People and interactions are emphasized rather than process and tools. Customers, developers and testers constantly interact with each other. User Friendly: Our approach to technology is all about making it user-friendly, helping home health provider clinicians (nurses, therapists and aids, who are not always comfortable with technology) seamlessly and painlessly employ technology to work smarter and more efficiently. Customer enhanced: To achieve this, we in engineering and other experts from the industry the sit down with real customers to understand firsthand what works, what can be improved and what is the next opportunity for innovation that raises the bar. Real Time Updates: From a business perspective, being Agile is extremely beneficial. Late changes in requirements are welcomed which ensures the best possible outcome. Working software is delivered frequently. Being Agile helps both Engineering and Business Development, as internal client focused partners, be more collaborative, tackling challenges in the ever-changing world of healthcare regulations. When you are agile, there is continuous attention to technical excellence and good design. We constantly monitor availability and usability of our software. Every room in Engineering has a screen with our current request ratios, server and database load. Within the mobile team we use Google, Apple and Fabric — analytics to monitor accessibility as well as our user device demographics. This helps better cater to our user’s needs while monitoring industry trends within the mobile device space. As the mobile team develops features to work in unison with our web-based platforms, Agile can prove to be challenging at times. Mobile is always focused on rapid deliverables where as our web-based application requires maintainability updates as well as large features. When it comes to large deliverables it becomes difficult to assess effort required, in the beginning. This in turn can affect the timeline across platforms as they all pass through the same testing environment. Inter-dependencies of deliverables create challenging road blocks for our product managers. In Agile, designing and documentation happens as you go. This can cause misunderstandings between business requirements and implementation. Product Managers need have a clear understanding of our business as well as understand what technical effort is required to build features. At Axxess, we have addressed this potential issue of communication by employing Health-Care industry experts as Product Managers. They work closely with the project team leads to create meaningful sprints for business and engineering. People play an extremely important part in Agile development, within Axxess we have noticed a productivity decline when we move resources from one part of our development team to another. This is mainly due to each product being so unique. For example – Billing and Payroll for Home Healthcare(Medicare Certified/Clinical) vs. Private Pay. To help reduce these knowledge gaps we have Role-play sessions once a month, where members of the engineering team act and use our software as real customers would.

**Conclusion**: The development of native Mobile Apps for both Android and iOs systems is a challenging characteristic that has not been achieved by any other software company in the Home Health space. Most of our competitor software companies utilize a third party app development contractor to manage their app development tasks, if they have attempted to develop an app. This is problematic for them since outsourced developers rarely have an in-depth understanding of the industry. Our regular updates require our mobile app developers to remain fully utilized. Not only do we have to pay close attention to features and functionality for our client agencies, we must research our relative compliance with the evolving standards for Electronic Visit Verification across each of the United States. Our in-house counsel is researching the statutory requirements the states we serve (45 states so far). The key issue is whether the state has recognized GPS as an acceptable method for Visit Verification rather than twenty-year-old- plus CTI telephony integration technology. Looking forward, we realize the Home health industry is slightly behind the currently available technology but we also see the immense potential for innovation. With the advent of Wearable and Bluetooth enabled measurement devices for a patient’s vital signs, as well as various patient movement related apps, Remote Patient Monitoring will become more achievable and cost-effective, from within the app. Mobile devices bring with them an array of features such as sensors, touch interaction, location awareness. Many of our future enhancements will take advantage of these features. We want to continue to harness this technology to provide innovative solutions for patients and Clinical and Functional practitioners in the industry.
Notes